
$347 $847 $1,027 $1,357
Save $47 Save $138 Save $158 Save $222

Course/Tool Individual 
Pricing Beginner Intermediate Advanced MEGA

Demystifying the Relationship
Table-to-table relationships are the foundation of virtually every 
Quickbase app. This course covers the many components of a 
relationship, explains how they work together, introduces 
several ways to optimize relationships, and provides critical 
warnings when modifying or removing relationships.

$197 ✅ ✅ ❌ ✅

Mastering the Text Formula
THE MOST comprehensive course on Quickbase text formulas. 
This course walks builders through over 30 text functions. Each 
is explained, demonstrated, and put to use in relatable 
examples. This course is a MUST have for any serious Quickbase 
builder.

$197 ✅ ✅ ❌ ✅

The Button Masterclass
Buttons are an invaluable asset to any Quickbase workflow. This 
course teaches how to build buttons using the rich text formula 
field. With the use of a little HTML & CSS code, builders will 
learn to create attractive custom navigation and action buttons.

$197 ❌ ✅ ✅ ✅

HTML Formula Crash Course
The missing piece for optimizing the display of information, 
driving focus for action, and creating visually pleasing user 
experiences! This course takes the complex topic of HTML & CSS 
coding and makes it approachable for any Quickbase builder 
looking to take their apps to the next level.

$297 ❌ ✅ ✅ ✅

Super Fast HTML Converter Tool
A must have for anyone using a lot of HTML in Quickbase. This 
tool instantly converts any block of HTML text into a Rich Text 
Formula friendly text string. STOP endlessly typing double 
quotes to create text strings and escaping or replacing the 
internal quotes. The Super Fast HTML Formula Converter does 
the work for you and retains all line formatting, which means 
WAY less time and no ugly unmanageable blobs of text.

$97 ❌ ✅ ✅ ✅

Secrets of API Buttons
Improve workflow efficiency and productivity with API Buttons! 
These buttons are like mini-programs that compress multiple 
steps into single button clicks. This course explains what API 
Buttons are, walks through the components used in the button 
formula, and demonstrates multiple real-world scenarios.

$497 ❌ ❌ ✅ ✅

Intro to Jinja
An instrumental addition to your Quickbase Pipelines. Jinja is the 
language used to transform and manipulate data between 
sources. This course not only introduces the basics for using 
Jinja, but also addresses common pitfalls, demonstrates 
examples, and includes a 13-page library of functions.

$97 ❌ ❌ ✅ ✅
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